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I. Introduction 
Let I= [a, b] be a finite, closed real interval with interior points and 
let E and F denote normed vector spaces over the scalar field K of real 
or complex numbers such that F is complete. C(E) will denote the normed 
vector space consisting of the set of all E-valued functions on I which 
are continuous in the metric topology of E, under the usual operations 
of addition and scalar multiplication, with the supremum norm defined by 
IIIII = sup{lll(t)ll : t E I} (f EC(E)). 
The Banach space of continuous linear operators mapping E into F 
with the uniform norm is denoted by L(E, F). The zero vector in an 
arbitrary vector space will be represented by () and R will denote the 
real field. 
Given a real-valued function t-t defined on I which is of bounded variation 
and normalized in the sense that 
(i) t-t(a) = 0, (ii) t-t is continuous on the left in the interior of I, 
it is readily verified that the functional 
b 
IIIII~ = S lll(t)ll dt-t(t) (f E C(E)) 
a 
is a norm on C(E) if and only if t-t is strictly increasing. Let C~(E) denote 
the normed vector space consisting of C(E) with the integral norm defined 
by the function #· 
A vector-valued generalisation of the RIESZ Representation Theorem [ 4 ], 
in which the space L(C(E), F) is represented by means of an integral 
of Riemann-Stieltjes type, has been given by J. BATT and H. KoNIG [I]. 
In this paper an integral representation for the space L(C ~(E), F) is 
obtained. This result generalises representation theorems for the space 
L(C ~0(E), F), where t-to(t) = t- a(t E I), given by F. RIESZ [5], for the 
case E=F=K, and D. H. TucKER [7]. The last section contains a 
representation theorem for positive continuous linear operators in the 
situation where E and F are partially ordered normed vector spaces. 
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2. The Gowurin integral and the space L(C(E), F) 
This section contains a brief account of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
for vector-valued functions developed by M. GowuRrN [2], which is 
subsequently employed, and a statement of the representation theorem 
for L(C(E), F) given by J. BATT and H. KoNIG [1]. 
Let I and U be, respectively, E-valued and L(E, F)-valued functions 
defined on I. Let fYJ denote the set of finite partitions 
p : a= ao < a1 < ... <an= b 
of the interval I. The function I is said to be U-integrable over the interval I 
if there exists an element 
b 
cx(f, U) - J l(t) dU(t) 
a 
in F with the following property: for each s>O there exists b(s)>O 
such that 
n 
I lex(/, U)- _2 {U(ai)- U(aH)} · I(,Bi)ll < s 
i~l 
whenever the partition p of I satisfies 
max {ai-O"i-1: i= 1, 2, ... , n}<b(s) 
and ,Bi( i = 1, 2, ... , n) are arbitrary points of I satisfying 
(i= 1, 2, ... , n). 
An L(E, F)-valued function U defined on I is said to be of 
(i) bounded variation if 
n 
IIIUIII= sup {! IIU(ai)-U(aH)II} is finite, 
pEfY i~l 
ii) bounded Q-variation if 
n 




It follows directly from the above definitions that a function U of 
bounded variation is necessarily of bounded il-variation and lUI< IIIUIII· 
In the situation where F = K, the inequality becomes an equality and 
the two properties are equivalent. If U is of bounded Q-variation then 
the L(K, F)-valued function U( ·) · e is of bounded Q-variation, for each 
fixed vector e in E. For each continuous linear functional rp in F*, the 
scalar-valued function <rp, U( · )e> is of bounded variation. 
The value of the Gowurin integral for operator representation in vector-
valued function spaces stems from the following result. Given an L(E, F)-
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valued function U of bounded .Q-variation, each function f in C(E) is 
U-integrable and 
b 
II f f(t) dU(t)ll <I Ul sup {II f(t)ll: t E J} (f E C(E)). 
a 
The function U defines a continuous linear mapping of C(E) into F 
with norm less than or equal to lUI· (See M. GowuRIN [2; p. 262]). 
If a function f in C(E) is expressible in the form 
f(t) =A(t) ·e (t E J), 
where e is a fixed member of E and A belongs to C(K), and if U is an 
L(E, F)-valued function of bounded .Q-variation, the following properties 
are an immediate consequence of the strong convergence of the Stieltjes 
sums defining the integral: 
b b 
(i) Tf= ff(t)dU(t)= fA(t)dU(t)·e, 
a a 
b 
(ii) <cp, Tf)= f A(t) d<cp, U(t)·e) (cp E F*)· 
a 
Let e denote the image of an element e in E under the canonical 
embedding J of E in E* *. The following theorem is essentially due to 
J. BATT and H. KoNIG; this is a formulation of their representation 
theorem for L(C(E), F) [l; Satz 8, p. 285] which will be suitable for 
subsequent application. It should be noted that the postulated completeness 
of the space E in [l] is superfluous. 
THEOREM l. Given an operator Tin the space L(C(E), F), there exists 
a uniquely determined L(E, F**)-valued function U on I satisfying: 
(i) U is of bounded .Q-variation and II Til= I Ul, 
(ii) for each e E E, cp E F*, (U( ·) e, cp) is a normalised K-valued 
function of bounded variation, 
__.._ b 
(iii) Tf= f f(t) dU(t) (f E C(E)). 
a 
3. The representation of L(C~'(E), F) 
We begin with a number of remarks concerning the normed space 
0~-'(E). If N BV(K) denotes the Banach space of normalised K-valued 
functions of bounded variation, where the norm of a member y is given 
by lllrlll, then the Riesz Representation Theorem establishes an isometric 
isomorphism between C(K)* and N BV(K). (See, for example, A. E. TAYLOR 
[6; Theorem 4.320, p. 200]). Since any member of C(R) is expressible 
as the difference of two elements taking only non-negative values, it 
follows that any integral norm IIIII' on C(E) is uniquely determined by 
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the function p,. The fundamental inequality 
b f llf(t)ll dp,(t) <p,(b) sup {11/(t)ll: t E I} 
a 
can be used to show that any integral-norm topology on O(E) is strictly 
weaker than the supremum-norm topology and it follows that any operator 
in L(O p(E), F) can be represented according to Theorem l. Since any 
integral norm is strictly weaker than the supremum norm, it is a 
consequence of the Open Mapping Theorem that Op(E) is an incomplete 
normed space. 
The first step in producing the required integral representation will 
be to obtain a representation for Op(K)*. Let N BVP(K) denote the normed 
vector space consisting of those elements y of NBV(K) for which 
llrll=sup {iy(x)-y(y)i(p,(x)-p,(y))-1: a<y<x<b} 
is finite. 
THEOREM 2. There is an isometric isomorphism between the spaces 
OP(K)* and NBVP(K) such that corresponding elements rp andy satisfy 
b 
rp(f) = f f(t) dy(t) (f E O(K)). 
a 
Proof Inspection of the Stieltjes sums defining the integral shows that 
each function y in NBVP(K) defines an element rp of Op(K)*, according 
to the theorem, with norm less than or equal to IIYII· This correspondence 
is linear and one-to-one on NBVP(K) into Op(K)*. 
Given an interior point x of I, the characteristic function X[a,zl of 
the interval [a, x] given by 
{ l if a<,t<,x X[a,z](t) = 0 if x<t<b 
is p,-integrable if and only if x is a point of continuity of the function p,. 
In this case, the function is an element of the completion of Op(K). Let 
Op'(K) denote the normed vector space of K-valued functions on I 
generated by 
Cp(K) u {X[a,zl: a<x<b and p, is continuous at x} 
with the integral norm defined by the function p,. Op'(K) consists of all 
K-valued functions on I which are continuous on the left in the interior 
of I and possess only a finite number of discontinuities, all of which 
are simple jump discontinuities occurring in the interior of I at points 
of continuity of p,. 
Given rp in Op(K)*, rp admits a unique norm-preserving extension rp' 
to Op'(K)*. Since rp is continuous with respect to the supremum norm 
on O(K) there exists a uniquely determined function yin NBV(K) which 
determines rp on Op(K) according to the theorem. It remains to be shown 
that y belongs to NBVP(K) and llrll<llrpll· 
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If x, y are interior points of I which are points of continuity of 1-' 
and y<x 
ir(x) -y(y)i = l<p'(x<Y.x1)1 
b 
< ll<pll f X(y, x](t) dft(t) 
a 
= ll<piiCu(x)- ft(Y)). 
If x, y are arbitrary interior points of the interval I with y < x there 
exist increasing sequences {Yn}, {xn} of points of continuity of 1-' converging 
to y and x respectively. It follows from the left-continuity of y, 1-' at 
interior points that 
ir(x) -y(y)i < ll<pll(!-'(x)- !-'(Y)) (a<y<x<b). 
The extension of this inequality to the situation in which y or x is 
an end-point of I is straightforward. This completes the proof. 
The last theorem is now employed in producing an integral representation 
for the space L(Op(E), F). Let N BVP(E, F) denote the normed vector 
space .of L(E, F)-valued functions U on I satisfying 
(i) U is of bounded variation on I and 
IIUII=sup {IIU(x)- U(y)IH!-'(x)-!-'(Y))-1 : a<y<x<b} 
is finite, 
(ii) U(a)=8 and U is continuous on the left in the interior of I with 
respect to the uniform topology. 
THEOREM 3. There is an isometric isomorphism between the spaces 
L(Op(E), F) and N BVP(E, F) such that corresponding elements T, U satisfy 
b 
T F = J f(t) dU(t) (f EO(E)). 
a 
Proof. Each function U in N BVP(E, F) defines a linear operator T 
on Op(E), according to the statement of the theorem, and inspection of 
the Stieltjes sums defining the integral shows that T belongs to L(Op(E), F) 
and IITII < IIUII· If U is a non-zero member of N BVP(E, F) there exists 
a point to in I and an element eo in E such that U(to) eo =1- 8. It follows 
from the Hahn-Banach Theorem that there exists <po in F* such that 
the normalised K-valued function of bounded variation <<po, U( ·)eo) is 
non-zero. Since O(K)* and N BV(K) are isomorphic, there exists A. in 
O(K) such that 
b b f A.(t) d<<po, U(t)·eo)=<<po, f A.(t) dU(t)·eo)=f-0. 
a a 
Then 
b b f A.(t) dU(t) ·eo= f A.(t) ·eo dU(t) =1- 8 
a a 
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and U determines a non-zero member of L(Op.(E), F). The correspondence 
U--+T (U E NBV~"(E, F)) 
is evidently linear and one-to-one. 
Suppose that T is a given element of L(Op.(E), F). Since T belongs to 
the space L(O(E), F) there exists, according to Theorem 1, an L(E, F**)-
valued function U on I such that 
b 
(i) U is of bounded Q-variation and T F= S f(t) dU(t) (f E O(E)), 
a 
(ii) (U( · )e, cp) belongs to N BV(K) for each e E E, cp E F*. 
It remains to be shown that U is an L(E, F)-valued (or, equivalently, 
an L(E, J(F))-valued) function belonging to the space N BV~"(E, F) and 
IJUII<IITII· 
For each e in E and cp in F*, let T,."' be that element of 0~'-(K)* 
defined by 
T •. "'(A)=(cp, TA·e) (A E O(K)), 
where A· e(t) = A(t) · e (t E I). T •. "' is evidently determined, according to 
the representation described in Theorem 2, by the function (U( · )e, cp) 
and IIT •. "'II < llcplllleiiiiTII· If x and y are arbitrary points of I satisfying y < x, 
IIU(x)-U(y)ll= sup {J({U(x)-U(y)}·e, cp): e EE and 
lie II< 1; cp E F* and llcpll < 1} 
< sup {liT •. 'I'll (p(x)- p(y)): e E E, cp E F*, I lei I< 1, llcpll < 1} 
< IITII (p(x) -p(y)). 
It follows from this inequality that U is of bounded variation on I 
and, since p is continuous on the left at interior points of I, U if left-
continuous in the interior of I with respect to the uniform operator 
topology. Furthermore, 
sup {IJU(x)- U(y)ll (p(x)-p(y))-1 : a<:y<x<b}<IITII 
and U(a)=8 since (U(a) e, cp)=O for all e in E and cp in F*. It remains 
to be shown that the range of every operator U(t) (t E I) is contained 
in J(F). This is certainly true for t=a and consideration of the integrals 
of constant functions shows that the condition holds for t =b. Given an 
interior point x of the interval I and 8 > 0, there exists o > 0 such that 
the total variation IIJUIIJ of U over the interval [x-o, x] is less than 8. 
This follows from the left-continuity of U at x in the uniform operator 
topology. Given an element e in E with norm equal to one, let f be an 
arbitrary element of O(E) with supremum norm equal to one satisfying 
{ e if x<;t<;b, 
f(t) = 8 if a<;t<;x-o. 
~03 
Using the additivity property of the integral over subintervals 
b b ~ 
II S l(t) dU(t}- S l(t} dU(t)ll =II S l(t) dU(t)ll < e 
and 
a re re-o 
liU(x) · e- {U(b) ·e-Tf}ll <e. 
U(x)·e belongs to the closure of J(F) in F** and hence belongs to J(F), 
since F is complete. This concludes the proof. 
4. Positive operators 
In this section a representation theorem for positive operators in the 
space L(O"(E}, F) is obtained in the situation where E and Fare partially 
ordered normed vector spaces and O"(E) is endowed with a natural partial 
ordering. 
A vector space Y over the real field is said to be a partially ordered 
vector space if there is defined a reflexive and transitive relation (partial 
ordering) ..;;;; in Y which satisfies 
(i) x.;;;;y implies x+z<y+z (x, y, z E Y), 
(ii) x.;;;;y and c;;;.O (creal) implies c·x<;;;;c·y (x, y E Y). 
The positive cone associated with a given partial ordering is the set 
Y + = {y : y E Y and 8..;;;; y }. 
Clearly, x.;;;;yifand only ify-x E Y +·Conversely, given a subset Y +of Y 
which is closed under addition and multiplication by non-negative scalars, 
Y + is the positive cone for a uniquely determined partial ordering on Y. 
A linear operator T mapping Y into a partially ordered vector space X 
is said to be positive if Ta.;;;;Tb whenever a.;;;;b (a, bEY). T is positive 
if and only if T(Y +) C X+. 
If Eisa partially ordered normed real vector space, the natural partial 
ordering on the space O(E) is defined by the positive cone 
O(E)+= {I: IE O(E) and l(t} E E+(t E J)}. 
Suppose that F is a partially ordered real Banach space. The space 
L(E, F) is considered to be a partially ordered Banach space with positive 
cone defined by 
L(E, F)+= {T: T E L(E, F) and T(E+) C F +} 
THEOREM 4. If E is a partially ordered normed vector space, F is 
a partially ordered Banach space with closed positive cone and 
b 
Tl= J l(t) dU(t) 
a 
where T E L(O"(E}, F) and U EN BV"(E, F), the operator T is positive 
if and only if U is increasing. 
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Proof. Suppose that U is an increasing function. Then U(x)- U(y) E 
E L(E, F)+ whenever a<,y<x<,b and any Stieltjes sum for a function f 
in C'"(E)+ with respect to U belongs to F +· Since F + is closed it follows 
that Tf belongs to F + and the operator T is positive. 
Conversely, suppose that T is positive. Given an element e in E+, the 
linear functional T •. 'P on C'"(R) defined by 
T •• <p(J.)=(rp, TJ.·e) (). EC(R)) 
belongs to L(C'"(R), R)+ for each rp in L(F, R)+, where the positive cone 
in R is the set of non-negative elements. Te,<p is represented, according 
to Theorem 2, as an integral with respect to the function (rp, U( ·)e) and 
since Te,<p is positive, the function (rp, U( ·)e) is increasing. (See, for 
example, A. E. TAYLOR [6; Theorem 4.32-D, p. 200]). For all y, x in 
the interval I such that y<x we have 
(rp, {U(x)- U(y)}·e);>O (rp E L(F, R)+) 
and it follows from [3; Corollary 4.2, p. 16] that 
8<,{U(x)-U(y)}·e 
and U is increasing. This completes the proof. 
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